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It’s always a pleasure to see a team playing well together and for the ball to be moving through the 
hands of a number of players. There was a great quality to the team during today’s match against 
Rosebank College, which our Revesby team won convincingly. The Junior Rugby League team’s 
confidence was high after two good wins and there were hopes of a good showing against a team we 
expected to be a little weaker than last week’s opposition. One area we do need to be careful of is 
relaxing against teams that are struggling. We need to stay sharp, support one another, and do our 
very best at all times. Especially with players out through injury or illness, the contributions of 
everyone were important today and their efforts were very much appreciated. A few players were of 
particular note: 
 
Jon Pengue: good ‘on field’ leadership and a strong effort throughout; 
Mike Ellazar: dangerous in attack all afternoon; 
Braiden Brito: damaging in both defence and attack; 
Max Ferguson: his best game of the season so far; 
Nathan Bishara: not only great to watch, but a genuine asset to the team; 
Benjamin Pele and Christian Jardim: stayed involved the play-making with great skill; 
Aidan Davidson: a great recovery from injury, for a great game in all areas; 
Nathaniel Pele: kept the opposition ‘in check’ through solid defence. 
 
Overall, it was a polished performance from a good team against opposition who were never going to 
be able to contain them. A very pleasing aspect of this match was that almost all players had good 
time ‘on the field’ and shared in the experience of a strong performance. I commend the Rosebank 
team for their efforts in a match where the ‘Mercy Rule’ was applied. That today’s highlights were 
shared amongst the whole playing group bodes well for the future. The boys are working well together 
and continue to support one another whilst demonstrating good sportsmanship. I’m looking forward to 
the weeks to come: starting with training on Tuesday. DLS Revesby 52 defeated Rosebank College 0 
Tries: Mike Ellazar 3; Jon Pengue 3; Max Ferguson 2; Benjamin Pele; Klayton Kilpatrick and Christian 
Jardim. Goals: Aidan Davidson 3; Nathan Bishara 
 
As Prime Minister Keating famously said after the 1993 election, “this is a victory for the true 
believers”; and so, too, it was for Revesby’s Intermediate Rugby League team against Five Dock in 
Round 4.  With injury plaguing us worse than the Black Death did Europe in the Middle Ages, we were 
down to twelve men for half of the game and eleven for the other half.  Such situations typically 
engender one of two reactions from a group… firstly and more often than not, a lack of belief in the 
ability of the team to overcome such a scenario and leading the players to defeat themselves before 
the whistle has even been blown; or secondly, a determination to get the job done regardless of the 
challenges at hand and a refusal to make excuses.  The latter is becoming more and more rare these 
days, so Coach Rouhliadeff was delighted when his boys chose ‘Plan B’ and won convincingly 
against a team who typically plays in a very physical fashion. Once again the boys were a class act, 
but it was their attention to discipline and strategy that made all of the difference this week.  After a 
ten-minute arm-wrestle, Revesby was first on the board with a try to captain Tim Maier-Sotiropolous 
which was converted by vice-captain Bob Sadek.   Despite a fantastic chase by Matt Leslie, Five 
Dock hit back soon afterwards with a converted try of its own, before a smart, short kick-off by Tim led 
to Bob scoring soon afterwards and saw an undermanned Revesby into the break leading 12-6.  It 
wasn’t long into the second half before barnstorming Michael Rizoglou smashed the ball over the line, 
with Bob crossing again soon afterwards, converting his and the previous try and inching Revesby 
closer to an against-the-odds win.  Revesby – 24, Five Dock – 6.  After a 10-minute grind, Five Dock 
found their way over, narrowing the margin to twelve and, minutes later, after gaining a sniff, were on 
the attack again. However, Revesby’s ‘Great-Wall-Of-China-style’ defence foiled them.  Michael 
Rizoglou was next over for his second with minutes to go and although Bob, playing his last game for 
the school, was ever-so-close to scoring a fairytale try at the death, Revesby finished very proud and 
respectable winners over Five Dock by 30 points to 12.  A big call that Coach Rouhliadeff is willing to 
make without reservation is that, in sixteen years of coaching the sport, this was the most courageous 
fight and show of character and resilience that he has ever witnessed one of his Rugby League teams 
perform.   The fact that we scored a win, and a convincing one at that, was a mountain of icing on top 
of the cake and Coach hopes that his boys take confidence in this game and use it as a lesson that 
anything is possible, no matter what the odds.  The efforts of all were fantastic, but the very best 
players were Lochie Jordan, who played hard and tough for half the game with what ultimately looks 



to be a broken nose; Bob Sadek, whose toughness and unpredictability in attack kept the opposition 
guessing; and Matt Leslie, a fullback who keeps his troops in line in defence and never shirks from a 
challenge on the field. 
 
I don’t know what happened to the Junior Soccer team from last week, but they were not out on the 
field last week. The boys really struggled to gain and maintain possession across the park. While they 
played hard and were persistent, Five Dock just seemed to keep outplaying us and managed to score 
late in the first half. We entered the second half determined to gain control back, and there were some 
improvements from the first half where we saw moments of what this team are truly capable. Five 
Dock stacked the defence, which we found difficult to penetrate and although there were some late 
opportunities we could not find the back of the net, leaving the score at 1-nil. 
  
Week Four of the CBSA soccer competition taught the Intermediate Soccer team a valuable lesson - 
never get complacent. The Five Dock opposition looked big and strong, but were torn apart early 
when Kimon Diomis scored in the first two minutes, sending the ball straight between the keeper's 
legs. However, it went down hill from there as our overconfidence became our downfall. Five Dock 
quickly responded and our heads dropped, communication stopped, and the tempo slowed right 
down. Frustration began to show and it became more of a battle against individual opponents. After 
half-time, Five Dock scored again to take the lead. Revesby created a 2 on 1 chance, but cleared the 
crossbar from in front. The final score, a 2-1 loss, highlighted a need to play hard for 90 minutes - 
finals football will be out of our reach otherwise! 

  
The Senior Soccer team had a very disappointing result going down 5-2. With a few players missing due 
to various commitments, Five Dock full advantage of the changed lineup going into the half time break up 
by 3 goals to 1. And although the Revesby boys created a number of opportunities, including a missed 
penalty, were never able to breach the difference. Final score Five Dock 5, Revesby 2. With two wins and 
two losses so far, it is important to focus on the upcoming fixtures in order to qualify for the semi-finals. 
Hopefully, Revesby will come out refreshed after the bye this week. 

 
In other sports news, NSWCCC are holding a Multi Sport Day for students with a disability on 
Wednesday June 1 at Tara Anglican School for Girls, mason Drive, North Parramatta. For more 
details head to www.csss.nsw.edu.au 
 
Closer to home, the Georges River Festival of the Feet is taking place on Sunday June 5. A fun day of 
running, it will comprise a range of distances from 3km through to 21km as well as there being a 
sausage sizzle, stalls, activities and lucky draws. For more information on this hugely popular event 
go to www.westiesjoggers.com or email westiesjoggers@gmail.com 
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